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Abstract12

The Equatorial Pacific and ENSO have climatologically important seasonal13

cycles, with maximumWestern Pacific SSTs occurring during boreal autumn14

and ENSO events peaking during boreal winter. In this work, we use the15

concept of a monsoonal mode to show that the presence of a large landmass16

in the northern hemisphere leads to this seasonal cycle. Specifically, warm17

air moving east from the Asian summer monsoon suppresses surface fluxes in18

the West Pacific, leading to increased heat content there during the following19

months. This, in turn, enhances ENSO growth rates during boreal autumn20

and causes ENSO events to peak in boreal winter.21
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1 Introduction23

The equatorial Pacific can be divided into two parts: a West Pacific warm pool24

and an East Pacific cold tongue. The interannual variability of the East Pacific,25

and much of the world, is dominated by the El Niño-Southern Oscillation (ENSO),26

characterized by warming of the Central and Eastern Equatorial Pacific. Both the27

West Pacific and ENSO have seasonal cycles which favor one season, despite inso-28

lation on the equator peaking twice a year. The equatorial West Pacific (Fig. 1a)29

is at a roughly constant temperature through June-July-August (JJA), then warms30

during September-October-November (SON), cools very quickly during December-31

January-February (DJF), and warms again during March-April-May (MAM). If this32

temperature were controlled only by incoming solar radiation, it would have two max-33

ima over the course of the year, yet it has only one. The seasonal asymmetry of34

the equatorial Pacific can also be seen by comparing October and April; in October35
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the West Pacific is warmer than in April, while the East Pacific is colder (Fig. 1b).36

This asymmetry affects the seasonality of ENSO, despite it being an interannual phe-37

nomenon with a period of 3-6 years. For example, the 1997-1998 El Niño event had38

a clear signal in June (c), but strengthened considerably during SON and peaked in39

December (d). Almost all ENSO events, both positive and negative, peak during DJF40

(e); of the nine largest ENSO peaks between 1959-2021, seven occurred in December41

or January, and none occurred in JJA.42

Fig. 1 (a) The seasonal cycle of West Pacific SST (160-190◦E, 15◦N-15◦S), (b) the
difference in SST between the October and April climatology (zonal mean removed),
and (c) June and (d) December SST anomalies during the growth of the 1997 El
Niño event. (e) A detrended time series of ENSO score, defined as the first principal
component of interannual variability of tropical SSTs. The months of the positive and
negative peaks of normalized amplitude larger than two are labelled.

The West Pacific warm pool and its seasonality have been studied extensively [1–43

8], with previous research identifying net surface heat flux [9, 10] and wind-forced44

Kelvin and Rossby waves [11] as controlling tropical SSTs on seasonal time-scales.45

However, the cause of the spring/autumn asymmetry in the equatorial West Pacific46

has not been explained.47

The tropical Pacific is of outsized importance in global climate due to ENSO [12–48

15], which impacts worldwide weather [16–18] and SSTs [19]. Previous work on ENSO,49

using methods ranging from simplified analytic models [e.g., 20, 21] to intermediate50

complexity models [e.g., 22] and full general circulation models (GCMs) [e.g., 23–51

26], has found that ENSO’s seasonality is set by El Niño growth rates, which are52

largest during SON [27–30]. Tziperman et al. [31] showed, using the Zebiak and Cane53

ENSO model [32], that these growth rates are controlled by the wind divergence and54
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background SSTs of the equatorial Pacific. In other words, it has been shown that55

the climatological seasonality of the Pacific plays a critical role in the phasing of56

ENSO [33], but our understanding of the seasonality of the Equatorial Pacific remains57

incomplete.58

This study demonstrates the role of the Asian monsoon in the seasonality of ENSO.59

We use the concept of the Indo-Pacific monsoonal mode introduced in Tuckman et al.60

[34] as a framework: warm air moving east from Asia during JJA suppresses surface61

fluxes in the West Pacific, enhancing SSTs, and therefore the temperature gradient62

across the Pacific, during SON. This strengthens the Walker circulation, creating a63

seasonality in the low level winds, which, together with that of SSTs, phase-locks64

ENSO to the seasonal cycle. We run idealized coupled simulations with two simplified65

continental configurations, one with a representation of Asia and one without. Only66

in the presence of Asia, and therefore a monsoon, do the equatorial Pacific and ENSO67

have seasonal cycles that match reanalysis.68

2 Pacific Seasonality with and without a Monsoon69

We use coupled atmosphere-ocean MITgcm experiments (details in Methods) and70

ERA5 atmospheric reanalysis [35], to explore Asia’s role in the seasonality of the equa-71

torial Pacific. The coupled models (Fig. 2, left) have thin barriers which separate the72

ocean into basins, and the “continent” simulation represents Asia as a region with73

reduced heat capacity and no ocean dynamics. This leads to intense precipitation dur-74

ing JJA, analogous to the South Asian Monsoon, while the “aquaplanet” simulation75

has no representation of land, and therefore no monsoon.76

In simulations with and without a continent, the first principal component of inter-77

annual variability in tropical ocean temperatures resembles the observed ENSO mode78

(Fig. 2, right column). This mode shows warming of the central and eastern equa-79

torial Pacific, cooling of the Western Pacific, and explains 25%-35% of interannual80

variability in the tropics. The regions to be studied are highlighted with orange (West81

Pacific) and blue boxes (East Pacific). We analyze potential temperature at 25 meters82

depth (hereafter θ25) for the simulations as it is less noisy and a better metric of ocean83

heat content than SST, while for reanalysis we use SST as it is the most readily avail-84

able variable. Additionally, the simulations have irrelevant upwelling along the eastern85

boundary of the Pacific which affects the SST, but not θ25. The simulations’ ENSO86

modes have roughly similar periods to the observed ENSO (bottom of Fig. 2) whose87

broad power spectrum peaks at roughly 4 years. The modeled power spectra peak at88

4 years (aquaplanet) and 5 years (continent): both are within the error bounds of the89

observed power spectrum. The difference in the period of ENSO between the simula-90

tions could be due to the presence of a continent influencing teleconnections between91

the Indian and Pacific Oceans, but it is not our focus here.92
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Fig. 2 (left) Continental configuration and (right) the ENSO mode, calculated as the
first principal component of interannual variability for (top) reanalysis data, (middle)
the “aquaplanet” simulation, and (bottom) the “continent” simulation. Asia reaches
from 0◦ to 135◦E and from 8◦ to 90◦N in the continent simulation, and the thin
barriers are at 0◦E, 135◦, and 270◦E in both simulations. The fraction of variability
explained is shown in the top left of each panel. (bottom) The power spectra of the
ENSO mode in each case, with a 50% confidence interval plotted as thin dashed lines
for reanalysis. Rectangular boxes indicate regions which are representative of the West
Pacific (orange, 160-190◦E, 15◦N-15◦S) and East Pacific (blue, 240-265◦E, 10◦N-10◦S).
The ENSO mode is calculated from reanalysis SSTs and from potential temperature
25 meters below the surface (θ25) in the simulations.

The seasonality of the equatorial Pacific is well reproduced in the continent simu-93

lation (Fig. 3). In the West Pacific (panel a), reanalysis SSTs peak in SON and have94

a minimum in February. The θ25 from the continent simulation is comparable, peak-95

ing in October and November and having a minimum in February and March. The96
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aquaplanet simulation, however, has a roughly symmetric seasonal cycle, with maxima97

during both solstitial seasons. Without a continent to break hemispheric symmetry,98

there is little difference between summer and winter along the equator. Note that there99

is a systematic bias in the simulations towards a larger seasonal cycle of temperature,100

likely due to model idealizations such as a lack of clouds and atmospheric shortwave101

absorption, a simple ocean mixing scheme, and biases in ocean mixed layer depth.102

Fig. 3 The seasonality of the equatorial Pacific. Panel a shows the seasonal cycle of
West Pacific reanalysis SST (black) and potential temperature 25 meters below the
surface (θ25) from the aquaplanet simulation (blue) and continent simulation (red).
Panel b shows the fraction of ENSO peaks that occur in each season for reanalysis
(black), the aquaplanet simulation (blue), and the continent simulation (red). The
reanalysis SST in panel a is multiplied by two so that the amplitude is similar to that
of θ25 from the continent simulation.

Next, we compare the seasonal distribution of ENSO peaks in observations to that103

of the simulations (Fig. 3b). An ENSO peak is defined as when the East Pacific104

temperature is 1.5 standard deviations (1 in reanalysis, since it is a shorter time series)105

away from the mean for that season and is at its most extreme within a 12 month106

window. In reanalysis, more than half of ENSO peaks occur in DJF, while 17% occur107

during JJA. ENSO seasonality in the continent simulation is similar, with almost 60%108
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of peaks being during DJF, and 12% in JJA. In the aquaplanet simulation, however,109

there is little seasonality, with between 20% and 30% of peaks occurring in each season.110

In summary, the continent simulation broadly captures the seasonality of the equa-111

torial Pacific, both in its climatology and interannual variability, while the aquaplanet112

simulation does not. This strongly suggests that the presence of Asia plays an impor-113

tant role in the Pacific’s seasonality, which we now explain using the concept of a114

monsoonal mode.115

2.1 Role of the Monsoonal Mode116

In observations, an atmospheric energy and precipitation anomaly forms over South117

Asia in northern spring/summer due to heating over land, is advected eastwards into118

the West Pacific in northern autumn, and remains there due to interactions with the119

Pacific cold tongue and equatorial easterlies. In Tuckman et al. [34] we interpret this120

phenomenon as a “monsoonal mode,” a zonally propagating moist energy anomaly121

of continental and seasonal scale. This provides a framework for how the monsoon122

influences the seasonal cycle of the West Pacific and ENSO (Fig. 4). The monsoonal123

mode is most clearly visible in the seasonality of the energy flux potential (EFP,124

defined in Methods) [36], a measure of atmospheric energy transport. Fig. 4 shows125

the seasonal cycle of the EFP maxima, the region from which atmospheric energy is126

exported meridionally and zonally in (a) reanalysis, (b) the aquaplanet simulation,127

and (c) the continent simulation. In the continent simulation and reanalysis, energy128

is exported from Southern Asia/the Northern Indian Ocean during JJA and from the129

equatorial West Pacific during DJF. In the aquaplanet simulation, a warm pool in130

the Western Indian Ocean leads to a small EFP maximum there with little seasonal131

movement. With no continent, the movement of the EFP maximum is controlled by132

solar radiation and the Indian Ocean cold tongue.133

When there is a continent (Fig.4d, grey), it is very warm during JJA due to its low134

heat capacity, leading to large energy fluxes from the land surface (orange arrows),135

and an EFP maximum (green circle). The warm air above the continent is advected136

eastward by the monsoon winds (black arrow), leading to anomalously warm air over137

a cool surface. This suppresses surface fluxes (red arrows), leading to less energy138

leaving the West Pacific in the continent simulation than the aquaplanet simulation139

during JJA and September (panel e). Consequently, the West Pacific is warmer in the140

continent simulation during SON (panel f). In summary, warm air moving east from141

Asia during JJA suppresses surface fluxes in the West Pacific, causing ocean heat142

content there to peak in SON, as seen in Fig. 3a.143
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Fig. 4 Elements of the monsoonal mode. The seasonal cycle of the energy flux potential
maximum in (a) reanalysis, (b) the aquaplanet and (c) the continent simulations. The
color of the circle changes each month, and its radius is a measure of the strength of
zonal heat transport. The monthly positions of the EFP maxima are shown by green
crosses and connected with a green line (in panels a and c). (d) A schematic of the
monsoonal mode in JJA. (e) The difference in West Pacific surface flux between the
continent and aquaplanet simulations over the seasonal cycle. (f) The difference in
West Pacific θ25 between the continent and aquaplanet simulations.
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2.2 Seasonality of ENSO144

To explore the processes influencing ENSO seasonality, we study the temperature
of the near-surface equatorial central and eastern Pacific (190◦-265◦E, 20-40 meters
depth). This region is chosen to monitor anomalous temperature of the East Pacific,
but extends into the Central Pacific so that ENSO seasonality can be directly related to
the monsoonal mode through the West Pacific temperature. We evaluate a regionally
averaged linearized anomalous temperature budget:

1

T ′
∂

∂t
T ′ ≈ −∆xT

′

T ′ Ū − U ′

T ′∆xT̄ − ∆zT
′

T ′ W̄ − W ′

T ′ ∆zT̄ , (1)

where T is temperature, U is the zonal current, andW is the vertical current. Overbars145

denote the climatological seasonal cycle, primes denote anomalies, and ∆x and ∆z146

indicate finite differences in the zonal and vertical directions. We neglect nonlinear147

terms, meridional advection, and anomalous sources or sinks (further details can be148

found in Methods). Each term has been divided by T ′ so that it can be interpreted as149

contributions to a growth rate with units of 1/time (schematic on left side of Fig. 5).150

The seasonal contributions of each term to the ENSO growth rates are shown on151

the right side of Fig. 5 for the continent (top) and aquaplanet simulations (bottom).152

The total growth rate for the continent simulation (black bars) is positive in JJA,153

peaks in SON, and is negative in DJF and MAM. It is primarily set by the mean zonal154

current acting on the anomalous temperature (orange), but has a contribution from155

the anomalous zonal current acting on the mean temperature (purple). These two156

terms are strongly influenced by the presence of a continent via the monsoonal mode.157

The horizontal temperature gradient (∆X T̄ ) across the Pacific increases between JJA158

and SON because the West Pacific is warmed by suppressed surface fluxes in JJA.159

Meanwhile, the mean zonal current (Ū) is controlled by the strength of the Walker160

Circulation, which in turn is driven by the temperature gradient across the Pacific [37].161

In the continent simulation, ascent is strong over the continent during JJA and over162

the West Pacific during SON, leading to a stronger Walker circulation and stronger163

zonal currents during those seasons. In the aquaplanet simulation (bottom right of164

Fig. 5), none of these terms have a large seasonal cycle, leading to little seasonality165

in ENSO peaks (Fig. 3).166

Enhanced ENSO growth rates during JJA and SON in the continent simulation167

lead to ENSO events peaking during DJF, as this is when growth switches to decay.168

Therefore, the seasonality of ENSO is a consequence of the seasonal cycle of the zonal169

current (controlled by the Walker Circulation) and the zonal temperature gradient.170

These quantities are sensitive to the presence of a continent north of the equator,171

through the monsoonal mode warming the West Pacific and modulating the season-172

ality of the Walker circulation. These results are in agreement with Tziperman et al.173

[31], who found that the seasonal cycles of wind and SST control ENSO seasonality.174

Here, we have demonstrated that those seasonal cycles are controlled by the South175

Asian monsoon.176
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Fig. 5 Exploring processes that control simulated ENSO growth rates over the seasonal
cycle. The left side shows a schematic of the Central-East Pacific (190◦-265◦E) energy
budget and terms contributing to it. Arrows indicate current direction, overbars and
solid arrows indicate the climatological seasonal cycle, while primes and dashed arrows
indicate anomalies. The right side shows the seasonality of growth rates in the (top)
continent and (bottom) aquaplanet simulations: the black bar is the total growth rate
and its components are in colors. All growth terms are computed as the difference
from the annual mean. Note that the total growth rate includes contributions from
meridional advection, which are not shown directly here. More details can be found
in Methods.
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3 Discussion177

We have proposed, and illustrated through numerical experiment and observations, a178

simple explanation for the seasonality of the equatorial Pacific and the seasonal phase-179

locking of ENSO. That the West Pacific is warmest during SON, and that ENSO180

events peak during DJF, can both be understood as consequences of the annual Indo-181

Pacific monsoonal mode, in which warm air moving eastward from the Asian Monsoon182

suppresses surface fluxes in the West Pacific [34]. In our aquaplanet simulation, which183

does not have a continent or a monsoon, the West Pacific has very little spring/autumn184

asymmetry, and ENSO events peak during JJA just as often as in DJF. However,185

when a monsoon is present, the West Pacific is warmest during SON and ENSO events186

peak during DJF, just as in observations. The seasonality of ENSO stems from the187

impact of the monsoonal mode on the Walker Circulation and the zonal temperature188

gradient across the Pacific.189

Our study shows that the presence of Asia and its annual monsoon is a sufficient190

condition to capture the major seasonal asymmetries in the equatorial Pacific. How-191

ever, it may not be a necessary condition, as there are other sources of hemispheric192

asymmetry on Earth. These include the Andes [38–40], the Atlantic Meridional Over-193

turning Circulation [41], the precession of Earths orbit [42], and the slant of South194

America [43, 44], all of which may break the seasonal symmetry of the equatorial195

Pacific. Specifically, models have shown that the North-East slant of South America196

enhances nearby eastward surface currents, and therefore upwelling, when the tropical197

winds are southerly during JJA and SON [43]. However, the influence of the mon-198

soon considered here is a more intuitive explanation of ENSO seasonality, is consistent199

with previous work [31], and incorporates an understanding of the spring/autumn200

asymmetry in the West Pacific.201

Our results have important implications for understanding the equatorial Pacific.202

First, they directly relate tropical Pacific behavior to that of Asia and the monsoon.203

This means that studying the equatorial Pacific requires consideration of possible influ-204

ences of the monsoonal mode. Here, we have mostly discussed seasonal timescales, but205

the interannual variability of the monsoon, and the modulation of the monsoonal mode206

by different continental configurations of the past, will also influence the equatorial207

Pacific. The connection between the Monsoon and ENSO also suggests a framework in208

which to analyze biases in model representations of ENSO. Specifically, model biases209

in ENSO seasonality [45–47] may be due to inadequate representations of Asia or of210

the Asian monsoon.211

Second, any insight into ENSO seasonality may have implications for the spring212

predictability barrier (SPB) [48, 49]. The ENSO state helps initialize seasonal predic-213

tions, so negative ENSO growth rates in MAM make it hard to predict the climate214

in the following months. It has been previously hypothesized that monsoon forcing215

plays a role in the SPB [50], but through monsoon variability, rather than modula-216

tion of ENSO growth rates. The framework of the monsoonal mode suggests a simple217

and intuitive reason for the SPB: negative ENSO growth rates in the spring, which218

are caused by a weakened Walker Circulation and a small zonal temperature gradient219

across the Pacific, are due to the presence of a large continent in the Northern Hemi-220

sphere. By connecting the seasonality of ENSO to the presence of Asia, we have made221

progress towards understanding the fundamental predictability of the Earth system.222
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4 Methods223

In this section, we discuss the coupled simulations used, the calculation of the energy224

flux potential shown in Fig. 4, the use of reanalysis data, and the ENSO energy budget225

discussed in reference to Fig. 5.226

Coupled Model Simulations227

The coupled atmosphere-ocean simulations used in this study are similar to228

those described in Tuckman et al. [34] based on the MITgcm [51]. The code is229

available at https://github.com/MITgcm/verification other/tree/master/cpl gray%230

2Bswamp%2Bocn. Simulations are run for at least 750 years to ensure that the cou-231

pled system achieves a quasi-steady state. Diagnostics are averaged over the final 100232

years, except in the calculation of ENSO statistics (i.e., Fig. 2), which uses 200 years233

to minimize noise.234

The model employs identical cubed-sphere grids representing the atmosphere and235

ocean with ∼2.8◦ horizontal resolution in the tropics [52]. The atmosphere has236

26 vertical levels, idealized moist physics, a gray radiation scheme [53], and water237

vapor feedback on longwave optical thickness [54]. There are no clouds or shortwave238

absorption in the atmosphere. The model employs a seasonal cycle of solar radiation239

appropriate for a circular orbit with an obliquity of 23.45◦.240

The dynamic ocean has 38 vertical levels with a uniform depth of 3.4 km, and uses241

the mixing scheme developed in Gaspar et al. [55]. The continent simulation has three242

infinitesimally thin ridges running south from the North Pole and a large landmass,243

treated as a 2m slab ocean (globe in Fig. 2), extending from roughly 8◦N to the North244

Pole. The landmass represents Asia, two thin barriers stretching from the North Pole245

to 35◦S demarcate the Atlantic basin, and one reaching 30◦S separates the Indian and246

Pacific oceans. In order to conserve freshwater, excess water that precipitates over247

the continent is redirected into the Atlantic basin. The aquaplanet simulation has the248

same three North-South boundaries, but has no representation of Asia.249

Both simulations have a West Pacific warm pool and an East Pacific cold tongue250

comparable to reanalysis, despite the highly idealized model. The simulated surface251

winds exhibit an Inter-Tropical Convergence Zone, tropical easterlies, and extratrop-252

ical westerlies (as shown in Tuckman et al. [34], Fig. 3). It should be noted that the253

simulations’ ENSO patterns feature a negative signal in the equatorial Atlantic, and254

the aquaplanet has a positive signal in the equatorial Indian ocean (not shown). This255

is likely due to ENSO teleconnections between basins that are delineated by thin256

barriers. This is not of relevance to our focus here.257

The Energy Flux Potential and Reanalysis Data258

We calculate an energy flux potential χ [36], which is a solution to:

∇2χ = −∇⃗ · ⟨hu⃗⟩, (2)

where ∇2 is the 2D Laplacian acting on a scalar, ∇⃗· is the 2D divergence, and ⟨hu⃗⟩ is259

the vertically integrated horizontal transport of moist static energy (MSE), defined as:260

h = Lq + gz + cpT, (3)

where q is specific humidity, z is height, T is temperature, and the constants L ≡ 2.25×261

103 kJ/kg, g ≡ 9.8 m/s2, and cp ≡ 1005 J/kg/K are the latent heat of vaporization of262

water, the acceleration due to gravity, and the specific heat of air at constant pressure.263
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We use monthly means from the ERA5 global atmospheric reanalysis produced by264

ECMWF [35] and the mass corrected divergence of total energy [56]. The divergence265

includes a component from kinetic energy, although this contribution is negligible266

compared to the moist static energy described above. The EFP data are averaged267

from 1979-2020 to calculate climatological means, while the SST data are averaged268

from 1959-2021.269

Energy budget and ENSO Growth Rates270

We use an ocean energy budget applied to the Central-Eastern Pacific to understand271

how the growth of ENSO is modulated by the seasonal cycle. We write an ocean272

temperature budget:273

∂

∂t
T + U

∂

∂x
T + V

∂

∂y
T +W

∂

∂z
T = Si − So (4)

where T is the temperature as a function of position (x,y,z) and time (t), temperature274

is advected by the currents (U,V,W), and source and sink terms are summarized as275

Si and So, respectively. We focus on the near-surface equatorial central and eastern276

Pacific (190◦-265◦E, 20-40 meters depth). This is chosen to monitor the anomalous277

temperature of the East Pacific, but extends through the Central Pacific so that ENSO278

seasonality can be directly related to the monsoonal mode through the West Pacific279

temperature.280

Terms are evaluated using finite differences to approximate the spatial derivatives,281

and the temperature budget can then be written:282

∂

∂t
T + U∆xT + V∆yT +W∆zT = Si − So

where all quantities are averaged over our chosen region. We now split each term (e.g.,283

T ) into a climatological seasonal cycle (T̄ ) and an anomaly from this seasonal cycle284

(T ′) yielding a temperature budget for the mean seasonal cycle:285

∂

∂t
T̄ = −Ū∆xT̄ − V̄∆yT̄ − W̄∆zT̄ + S̄i − S̄o

and anomalies from it:

∂

∂t
T ′ = −Ū∆xT

′ − U ′∆xT̄ − U ′∆xT
′

− V̄∆yT
′ − V ′∆yT̄ − V ′∆yT

′

− W̄∆zT
′ −W ′∆zT̄ −W ′∆zT

′

+ S ′
i − S ′

o.

We are interested in how an El Niño anomaly, i.e., a positive value of T ′, is influ-286

enced by the climatological seasonal cycle, i.e., T̄ , Ū , V̄ , and W̄ . The relevant terms287

are therefore the ones that are the product of a mean and an anomaly quantity, such288

as Ū∆xT
′, U ′∆xT̄ etc. Previous work has shown that the relevant terms for the growth289

of El Niño events, especially with regards to the seasonal cycle, are the zonal and ver-290

tical advection [31, 33, 57], supporting the neglect of source and sink terms. We also291

neglect meridional advection since its contribution is small.292

Four terms remain: 1. The mean horizontal current acting on the anomalous tem-293

perature, 2. the anomalous horizontal current acting on the mean temperature, 3. the294
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anomalous vertical current acting on the mean temperature, and 4. the mean verti-295

cal current acting on the anomalous temperature. Dividing by T ′ to obtain quantities296

with units of inverse time (i.e. a growth rate), we can write:297

1

T ′
∂

∂t
T ′ = −∆xT

′

T ′ Ū − U ′

T ′∆xT̄ − ∆zT
′

T ′ W̄ − W ′

T ′ ∆zT̄ . (5)

This expression comprises four terms which are evaluated and then composited over298

6 El Niño peaks, averaging from 1.5 months before to 1.5 months after each peak. The299

resulting growth rates are shown in Fig. 5, with meridional advection terms included300

in the total growth rate for completeness.301
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